Dadi Janki’s message for 18th January, 2017, the Day of Remembrance
Om shanti. Today, 18th January is my beloved Baba’s day of remembrance. Sakar Baba has
given us children love, study and sustenance. He has given us so much love, sustenance and
taught us such an elevated study in such a simple way. The study is such that each of Baba’s
elevated versions has touched my heart. This awareness enables us to bring Baba’s elevated
versions into our life. We are with Baba in Paramdham, Nirvanadham and Shantidham.
Though Baba himself has become avyakt, having become avyakt, Baba is giving us a lot of
sustenance, we are receiving wonderful sustenance. Today, the gathering was full. In
Baba’s remembrance, each one feels: Who am I and who is mine? Baba gives a feeling of
Himself in such a way that it goes deep into our bones. Baba’s love and sustenance is such
that we are able to be a conqueror of attachment and an embodiment of remembrance. We
have become free from body consciousness and attachment.
What can I share in remembrance of such sweet Baba? Heart and head – do you know where
the heart is and where the head is? In our head we have the study and in our hearts, we have
Baba.
Baba said: Incorporeal, viceless and egoless. We have to create such a stage. First we have
to be incorporeal, where Baba himself resides, having become avyakt. That is not the
incorporeal world, but the subtle world, from where we too can also draw from Baba now.
Baba is our Mother, Father, Teacher, and Protector too. Not only does He give teachings,
but He is the Satguru, giving us shrimat which we place on our head, with so much regard.
Baba’s shrimat is so good. On the day of remembrance, each of Baba’s elevated versions,
each scene and scenery with Baba in the avyakt form also comes in front of me. I am having
a wonderful experience of all of that.
See how all the vibrations go from here, from Madhuban, to the whole world. The
experience that I have of Baba’s company, though I am not able to tour around everywhere,
but the vibrations, the atmosphere and Baba’s elevated versions are reaching everyone
everywhere. Thank you. Om shanti.
What more can I share of this day of remembrance? Baba is in my eyes. Baba is in my heart
and head. Baba has said: If you want to, you can become part of the 8, 108 or 16,000. What
do I want to be a part of? I want to be one of the 8. The more remembrance you have, the
more power you receive from Baba in your effort. Baba says: Remember the one Father.
Those who come to Madhuban are so good. Let your attitude, awareness and stage be such
that you can move along according to the hopes that Baba has in you. We don’t need
anything else. The one who was in the sakar form, now keep him in front of you in the
avyakt form.
The Lord is pleased with an honest heart. When the child has courage, the Father helps.
This has been my life. When your intentions are pure and clean, your desires are fulfilled.
Whatever thoughts you have, Baba makes them happen practically. Thank you. Om shanti.

